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This historical introduction to the use of lead in art and technology was originally written to 
give context to lead conservation studies by the authors. The intention is to bring many rel-
evant studies on lead together starting a discussion, which stresses that it was once impossi-
ble to imagine a life without lead, and its alloys and compounds. Despite its environmental 
and health problems, lead remains ubiquitous even in modern technology for example in 
roofing, as an important component in low melting point or low friction alloys, in batteries 
and munitions. 

 

1. First indications of lead 
In graves close to the ancient Hittite city of Çatal Hüyük, a settlement with a population of 
at least 5,000 people in what is now south-central Turkey, many lead and copper objects 
have been found including metal objects like beads, tubes, tools and small man-made statues, 
dated ca. 6500 years B.C. These suggest the presence of part-time craft workshops in the 
area. Lead metal has also been uncovered at Yarum Tepe in northern Iraq in the form of a 
6th millennium B.C. bangle. Moreover, there is evidence of a conical lead piece from the 
Halaf period (6100-5100 B.C.) at the Arpachiyah site, near what is now Mosul in Iraq [1]. 
Furthermore, lead objects have been excavated at the 4th millennium B.C. site of Anau in 
Turkmenistan, where the mined metal probably originated in some part of central Asia [2]. 
Another way of proving the early use of lead has been demonstrated by Shotyk et al.[3]. A 
Swiss peat bog in the Jura Mountains has allowed his team to construct atmospheric lead 
profiles going back 14500 years. The data suggests that the atmospheric lead release in-
creased over natural levels about 6000 years ago due to forest clearing for agriculture. Start-
ing from 3000 B.C., however, mining, melting as well as anthropogenic sources have dom-
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inated lead emissions till the present. Large observed fluctuations coincide with major his-
torical events such as the rise and fall of the Roman empire and the industrial revolution in 
Europe [4]. 

 

2. Egyptian civilization 
Garland and Bannister [5], as well as Lucas [6], talk about an ancient Egyptian lead source 
called the Gebel Rosas or ‘lead mountain’ situated south of Quseir on the Red Sea coast. 
Also many other mine locations in Egypt have been published by Stos-Gale and Gale [7] 
and Hassan and Hassan [8]. Popular uses for the mined and refined lead, although not exten-
sively worked by the ancient Egyptians, were weights on fishing nets, jewellery, beads, sol-
der, various domestic utensils, in glazes for pottery, construction, and casting into ornaments 
and decorations [9]. Lead was used in different glasses and enamels as well. As an example, 
the work of Brill et al. [10] showed that yellow glass produced during the reign of Amentotep 
II (the 18th Dynasty, 1427-1400 B.C.) contains lead of Egyptian origin. Moreover, two ex-
cavated fishing weights from the Uluburun wreck, dated ca. 1300 B.C., were found to be 
made of lead from ores of the Taurus mountains [11]. Lead is also used in pigments such as 
lead white (2PbCO3.Pb(OH)2) and chrome yellow (PbCrO4) as described by Ambers et al. 
[12] in his study of the Gayer-Anderson cat dating to the Egyptian Late Period (around 600 
B.C.). Galena was used as eye-paint in Egypt during the prehistoric Baderian period, about 
5000 years B.C.[6]. In fact, the practice of using galena for eye-paint survives to the present 
day, particularly in India, where it is known as surma, and among Asian immigrants [13]. 
As a last example, a carved metal statue, from the Osiris Temple at Abydos in Egypt, pre-
served in the British Museum, is believed to date from the First Dynasty about 3400 B.C. 
[14]. Due to importance of lead in their daily life, the Egyptians used the word dḥty or ḏḥty 
was used to denote the metal [15]. 

Other well-known examples are lead plumb bobs widely used by Egyptian architects [16] 
and hollow cast bronze weights, often in the shape of animals, filled with lead to the pre-
scribed weight in connection with balances [17]. In the Uluburun wreck weights belonging 
to the merchants aboard the ship were also excavated, together with three sets of balances. 
From the 149 weights found on the ship, 78 contained iron, 38 were made of bronze and 8 
were pure lead [18]. 

 

3. Cupellation 
In pre-Roman times, there were only two possibilities of obtaining silver from ores, either 
(1) by direct smelting or (2) by cupellation using argentiferous lead ores e.g. Galena (PbS). 
The cupellation (selective oxidation) process, the oldest metallurgical process known to 
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mankind, is usually performed in a shallow bowl, called a cupel, charged with lead ore and 
fuel [19]: 

 

Ag (s) + 2 Pb (s) + O2 (g) → 2 PbO (absorbed) + Ag (l) 

 

During the heating stage, lead is easily oxidized to litharge by blasting air over it. At the 
same time, the silver impurities in the argentiferous galena are reduced. The cupellation pro-
cess relies on the fact that the lead oxides produced absorb the other metal impurities and 
form a so-called “litharge cake” with the noble metals coalesced into a small pool on top. 
These cakes partially evaporate and are absorbed by the cupel walls [20–22]. 

As native silver is rare, silver objects in the ancient world were commonly produced by 
cupellation as characterized by lead concentrations above 0.05 per cent [22]. In addition to 
the lead/silver ore mines in Egypt, others are present in the Spain [23], North Caucasus [24], 
the Laurion mine in Attica (Greece) [25], the Augustan-Tiberian deposits in Germania [26] 
and Rio Tinto in Carthage [27]. The litharge cakes are the best known remains from this 
technique. Archaeological investigations on the ancient of site of Tappeh Hissar have re-
vealed litharge fragments. Also slag cake containing arsenic, lead, nickel and antimony has 
been found at the 4th millennium B.C. Arslantepe site in Turkey [24]. It is clear that such 
smelting industries arose in several places in the ancient world, particularly in Asia Minor 
(Turkey) [28]. It did not take long, however, to find ways to use this ‘by-product’ of silver 
mining. Indeed, the widespread production of lead is a consequence of the use of the cupel-
lation process [29]. 

 

4. Greek and Roman civilization 
In Greek and Roman civilizations, lead metal artifacts were an essential part of the commu-
nity and society, and lead became the most important metal in daily life [30]. Most of the 
objects excavated from this period appear to consist of highly pure lead, which indicates that 
the cupellation procedure had been updated over the years [31]. Evidence for the extensive 
use of lead could be found in the elevated lead pollution and the extensive lead poisoning of 
humans [32]. Nriagu et al. [33] even suggested that lead poisoning was one of the causes for 
the fall of the Roman Empire, although this is firmly contested. In the following part, differ-
ent aspects of the Greek and Roman daily life are discussed in terms of the use of lead. 
Additionally, a time line is given for the Greek and Roman period showing the important 
events and people described in the text in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the periods, events and people from the Greek and Roman period – © MDK 

 

4.1. Military 
Because of its density and malleability, lead was not useful for the production of short-range 
weapons [26] (except possibly as a load in a cudgel). However, projectiles used by the 
Greeks and the Romans during military campaigns, such as sling bullets and shots were 
made of lead [34]. Greep [35] published the recovery of 64 lead bullets near Verulamium 
(St Albans, UK), which were used by the Roman army in Britannia. Bode et al. [26] and 
Durali-Müller [36] studied the provenance of ca. 150 lead objects collected from several 
Augustan Roman military camps in Germania east of the river Rhine. During these excava-
tions, not only amorphous casting debris, but also lead weights, pipe fragments, plumbs and 
slingshots were found. Also, a Roman medical writer Aulus Cornelius Celsus talks about 
finding 

‘Plumbea glans, aut lapis, aut simile aliquid’ (Medicinae, VII, V, 4) 

which translates to ‘a leaden bullet, or stone or something similar’ in a body [37]. Under the 
direction of Daniels et al. [38] excavations have been conducted in the Housesteads Roman 
fort, one of the best preserved forts along Hadrian’s Wall. Analysis of the debris indicated 
the presence of predominantly copper alloys. However, the alloys consist of fairly high lev-
els of lead which means that in the Late Roman period, many military fittings (in particular 
legionary and cavalry equipment) were made from leaded bronzes [39]. Lead metal was also 
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used by the Romans to construct their warships. The part of the ship touching the water was 
covered with lead sheathing to protect the ship from corroding [40]. For the anchor, Romans 
used a massive lead block to add weight [41]. Roman galleys were filled with lead braziers, 
probably the only devices on board for cooking, lead containers for storing liquids, and other 
lead kitchenware [42]. Other massive lead items such as seaming seals, lead cooking pots 
and parts of a bilge-pump system like pipes and joints have been recovered along the coast 
of Israel from Roman shipwrecks [43]. Additionally, because of the intensive use of lead, 
lead cargo was often carried in the form of ingots which have been recovered from some 
wrecks [42]. Many of these Roman lead ingots produced in Augustan-Tiberian Germania 
were discovered in two Roman shipwrecks in the Mediterranean [44]. On some of the ingots, 
the inscriptions cited the manufacturer and the provenance of the lead [45]: 

‘Flavi Veruclae plumb(um) Germ(anicum)’ or ‘Augusti Caesaris Germanicum’ 

 

4.2. Monetary 

In general, the use of lead to produce coins was rare. In the Hellenistic period (323 B.C.-31 
B.C.), however, lead currency became more popular [46]. By Roman law, lead coins were 
forbidden, but in some places in the Roman Empire like Egypt, Roman Gaul and North Af-
rica, lead coins were issued. Lead metal was often used to debase gold or silver coins, and 
as a component of alloys, particularly bronze, where it often constituted 1−20% of the metal 
[47]. For example, the coin cabinet of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna holds a large 
collection of ancient Greek bronze coins with a high lead content produced in the Greek 
speaking provinces of the Roman Empire up to ca. 280 A.D. [48]. Also in the Greek and 
Roman period lead tesserae or tokens, coin-shaped objects that were minted on one side, 
circulated in various regions and cities and acquired monetary status [49]. Lead coin-shaped 
artifacts were found by Burachkov [50] in Tauric Chersonesos during excavations and were 
labelled as ‘lead medals’. Only later on, a discussion by Kovalenko [51] suggested they were 
coins. 

 

4.3. Water Supply 
Often Roman and Greek cities were supplied with water from a nearby source using aque-
ducts built with a downhill gradient. To cross a valley, ancient engineers predominantly built 
bridges to transport the water in lead pipes [52]. The aqueduct of Pergamon (Turkey) con-
sisted of lead pipes and was the first one to use this principle of communicating vessels [53]. 
The main aqueduct ends at the distribution tank called the castellum divisorium, which is the 
junction where the urban distribution system begins. Lead pipes were used to transport the 
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water to a water tower or secondary castellum from where lead pipes branched the supply to 
individual customers [54]. In Nîmes (France), for example, the water was distributed through 
13 large lead pipes. To distribute water to houses and baths in the city, pipes of lead, ceramic, 
wood or leather have been used [55]. The Roman architect, Vitruvius, mentioned the use of 
lead pipes to Pompeii and Herculaneum [56]. The supply system was mainly used to provide 
large quantities of water for public baths and fountains, but also for drinking water and pri-
vate bath houses [55]. This way of transporting water, however, leads to a high lead concen-
tration in the drinking water due to the corrosion of the lead plumbing. The hardness of 
Rome’s water (320 ppm CaCO3), however, tells us that it is unlikely that enough lead was 
dissolved to produce lead poisoning, which means other lead sources were more harmful 
[57]. The Roman writer, Horace (1st century B.C.), mentions the purity of water in relation 
to lead piping. In a letter to an old friend, he compared the purity of town water to fresh 
countryside water [58]. 

‘Purior in vicis aqua tendit rumpere plumbum quam quae per pronum trepidat cum mur-
mure rivum?’ (Horace Epistulae I, X, 20-21). 

Additionally Vitruvius recognized the health risk and proposed using earthenware pipes 
[56]. As seen in the text, the Romans used the Latin word Plumbum to denote lead. A person 
who joins and mends pipes is called a plumber or plumbarious, which literally translates to 
‘A person working with lead’ [59]. The chemical symbol for lead, Pb, comes fromthe Roman 
plumbum Another way of getting water was the use of leaden cisterns, which allowed rain 
water storage. A Roman cylindrical lead cistern was excavated close to Roman settlement 
in Lickfold (UK) [60]. 

 

4.4. Food and drink 

In the daily food and drink of the Romans and Greeks extremely high lead levels were found. 
Lead poisoning causing sterility, infertility and stillbirths, and was a consequence of the use 
of lead in food-storage containers, as a preservative (lead is a microbicide) or as food color-
ant [61]. Romans used sugar of lead or lead(II) acetate (Pb(CH3COO)2), a poisonous crys-
talline solid, to sweeten and preserve their foods [62]. They made this by adding acetic acid 
(vinegar) to litharge. Looking at the 450 recipes in the Roman Apician Cookbook, a collec-
tion of 5th century recipes attributed to gastrophiles associated with Apicius, the famous Ro-
man gourmet, one notices that one-fifth of the recipes contains lead products [63]. Moreover 
to make wine, the Romans only used lead vessels or lead-lined copper kettles to boil the 
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grapes. In copper pots, the formation of copper acetate (verdigris) ensures a caustic astrin-
gent taste [64]. This is described in the book ‘De Re Rustica’ written by the Roman wine-
maker Columella, where he writes 

‘Ipsa autem vasa, quibus sapa aut defrutum coquitur, plumbea potius quam aenea esse de-
bent. Nam in coctura aeruginem remittunt aenea, medicaminis saporem vitiant.’ (De re 

rustica VII, XX, 3-4 [65]). 

which freely translates to ‘[t]he vessels themselves in which the thickened and boiled-down 
must is boiled should be of lead rather than of brass; for, in the boiling, brazen vessels throw 
off copper rust, and spoil the flavor of the preservative [66].’ Actually Romans only used 
lead because they had the habit to drinking their wine as sweet as possible to add more flavor 
[67]. In this case, lead acetate seeps out of the lead and forms poisonous crystals at the bot-
tom of the lead pot. 

 

4.5. Household and art 

The Greeks and Romans also used lead to manufacture items for household or decorative 
purposes. Roman domestic equipment is usually divided into wares and fine wares, where 
the former indicates everyday earthenware (such as terracotta) jars, dishes and bowls used 
for cooking or storage and transport of foods or other goods [68]. The more decorative and 
elegant fine wares were used for formal dining. The most common late Hellinistic and early 
Roman period fine ware was a lead-glazed hemispherical bowl or skyphos [69]. Also Roman 
amphorae, used as storage vessels, were glazed using lead compounds [66]. Chemical anal-
yses of five sherds of green glazed pottery excavated in the Canosa area (Italy) contained 
70% of PbO in the glaze layer [70]. At a Roman cemetery near Zadar (Croatia), 900 pieces 
of Roman glass vessels were found in good condition. A fast XRF analysis showed the use 
of litharge as an additive to the glass [71]. 

Jewellery was worn by both Roman and Greek women to show how wealthy their family 
was. Wealthy families could afford jewelry made of gold or silver, while ordinary jewelry 
was made of cheaper metals like lead, tin or copper [72]. Kuleff et al. [73] investigated 53 
lead artifacts including finger rings, earrings and some cult figures dated around the Hellin-
istic period (Thracia). 

Oxidized lead products were used frequently as paints and white pigment in make-up pow-
ders and other cosmetics used by the women in the Greco-Roman period and later. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis shows that the white pigments consist of hydrocerussite (2 
PbCO3.Pb(OH)2) and cerussite (PbCO3) [74]. The analyses of Roman cosmetics from Pom-
peii, Gaul and Germany indicate the use of gypsum (CaSO4.2 H2O) or calcite. Using Raman 
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spectroscopy, Aliatis et al. [75] found that pigments used in Roman wall paintings preserved 
in the Vesuvian area contained cerussite, minium and litharge. Historically lead sheets were 
used as roof coverings for buildings (use which continues to the present day), but also as 
statue sockets [26]. A well-known example is the exterior of the Hadriatic concrete dome of 
the Pantheon (Rome), which was covered with lead roofing by Emperor Constans II in 663 
A.D. as seen in Figure 2 [76]. Also the Porta Nigra in Trier (Germany) contains seven tons 
of lead [77]. Modern buildings such as the outside of cultural centre of Bonheiden, built in 
the 20st century, is also covered with lead plates [78]. 

 

 
Figure 2. The roof of the Pantheon in Rome is made of lead sheets © MDK. 

 

 

4.6. Poison and medicine 
One of the earliest occupational diseases contracted by mankind was lead poisoning due to 
exposure to lead [79]. During the time of Roman occupation about 80,000 workers engaged 
in the mining and smelting of lead were occupationally exposed to lead each year [80]. Fur-
thermore, generations of artisans throughout antiquity worked with this dangerous metal. In 
ancient times, other people were constantly exposed to lead contaminated fermented bever-
ages, food and drinking water [81]. As a preservative, 20 mg of lead was added to one liter 
of wine, which is 10 times the dose sufficient to produce lead poisoning [82]. Still, the skel-
etal lead content in the Roman era peaked at a level only 41-47% of that of modern Europe-
ans [61]. Eventually, as mysterious maladies became more common, some Romans and 
Greeks began to suspect a connection between the metal and these illnesses [83]. The Greek 
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physician Hippocrates (460-377 B.C.) described the symptoms of lead poisoning as appetite 
loss, colic, pallor, weight loss, fatigue, irritability, and nervous spasms [84]. The Romans 
called the disease saturnine gout or saturnism, because they noticed similarities between 
symptoms of this disorder and the irritable god [85]. Of the Romans, Vitruvius (1st century 
B.C.) mentions that water impregnated with lead was injurious in his book ‘De Architectura’ 

‘Etiamque multo salubrior est ex tubulis aqua quam per fistulas, quod plumbum videtur 
esse ideo vitiosum, quod ex eo cerussa nascitur; haec autem dicitur esse nocens corporibus 

humanis.’ (De Architectura IIX, VI, 10-11 [86]) 

which translates to ‘[w]ater conducted through earthen pipes is more wholesome than that 
through lead; indeed that conveyed in lead must be injurious, because from it white lead is 
obtained, and this is said to be injurious to the human system [87].’ 

Sometimes lead was also used to treat diseases. Even in ancient times, the effects of lead on 
various functions of the human reproductive system were known [81]. Lead is, for example, 
known to be a very effective spermicide [88]. In his text Historia Animalium, Aristotle [89] 
mentions that women used a lead ointment as contraceptive. A Greek physician, Soranus of 
Ephesus, writes about a contraceptive ointment recipe based on lead in his book Gynaecol-
ogy [90]: ‘Conception is prevented by smearing the mouth of the womb with old (sour) oil 
or honey or cedar gum or opobalsam, either alone or mixed with cerussite (white lead), or 
with ointment which is prepared with myrtle oil and cerussite.’ In his encyclopedia, pub-
lished ca. 77-79 A.D., Pliny explains the use of lead plates for cooling the heat of fleshly lust 
[91]. Lead salts were also used to treat ulcers, abscesses and indurations of the breast as 
described by Celsus. Hippocrates mentions the use of leaden tubes for intra-uterine medica-
tion and Celsus discusses using them for insertion in the rectum and vagina to prevent post-
operative cicatricial contractions and adhesions [81]. The ancient Greeks emptied the blad-
der by inserting a lead or copper tube through the urethra, which is now called a catheter 
[92]. There is also evidence for the use of leaden (or lead-tainted) mortars, pestles, medica-
ment jars, and dispensatories [66]. 

 

5. The Middle Ages 
In medieval times, lead was used for ammunition, roofing, coffins, cisterns, tanks, and gut-
ters, and for statues, ornaments, coins, medallions and paints. An important paleo-metallur-
gical site of Europe for lead smelting is found at the Mont-Lozére, testifying to mining ac-
tivities in this area during medieval times [93]. Spier [94] also catalogued a collection of 
medieval Byzantine lead pendants and amulets circulating in museums around the world. 
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Furthermore, lead pigments such as lead-tin yellow and lead antimonate were used in medi-
eval paintings and manuscripts [95]. In the Middle Ages, lead was frequently used to treat 
several diseases [81]. A Swiss-German physician, Paracelsus, was known to be the first tox-
icologist and recommended the use of lead acetate for the treatment of gonorrhoea [96]. Al-
Biruni, a Persian scholar, suggests a treatment of ulcers, testicular wounds and inflamma-
tions with lead oxides [97]. Additionally lead found a new use in the greatest advance of the 
15th century, the printing press [98]. In the world of fashion, white lead was used as a cos-
metic to give woman a white pallor to the face in 15th-16th century [99]. Furthermore, in the 
16th century, lead was wrapped around a rough cube of cast iron to be used as a shot for 
example on the Mary Rose, the flagship of King Henry VIII [100]. During the same period, 
stained glass windows held together by lead frames decorated medieval churches as seen in 
Figure 3, and architects used lead to seal spaces between stone blocks and to frame roof 
installations [101]. Wedepohl and Baumann [102] examined the composition of 26 lead me-
dieval glass samples, made in the 13th-14th century, retrieved from various locations in Eu-
rope. All samples contained between 65 to 74% PbO. In addition to glass, lead was also used 
in paints. A beautiful example, shown in Figure 4, are the wall paintings from the Bibliotheca 
Apostolica Vaticana in Rome filled with ‘lead white’ containing cerussite, hydrocerussite 
and also minium Pb3O4 [103]. 

 

 
Figure 3. The lead glass window of the Ste Croix Cathedral in Orléans – © MDK. 

 

Another very important application of lead in this period is the production of lead-tin pipe 
organs in churches because of their good sound characteristics. Indeed, pipe organs have 
always played an important role in the world of music. The term ‘organ’ comes from the 
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Greek word ‘organon’ and Latin word ‘organum’, which basically means ‘tool’ or ‘instru-
ment’ [104]. Ctesibius of Alexandria, a musician and engineer who lived around 200 B.C., 
is generally credited with building the first pipe organ, the hydraulis [104], which Charles 
Francis Abdy Williams described as follows in ‘The Story of The Organ’ (1903) [105]. 

‘Being of a mechanical turn of mind, he observed that the counterweight of a movable mir-
ror, used for the purposes of his trade, produced a musical sound by the force with which it 
drove the air out of the tube in which it moved. Experimenting with the principle thus no-

ticed, he succeeded in making a machine consisting of a hollow vase inverted, with an 
opening on the top, to which was attached a trumpet, and, on water being pumped into the 
vase the air was driven forcibly through the trumpet, producing a very powerful sound.’ 

Perrot [106] defines that a pipe organ consists of one or more ranks of sounding pipes, a 
wind chest to store air, a mechanical blower and a keyboard to direct the air into its various 
pipes. A pipe organ consists of hundreds to thousands of pipes which can be selected together 
or individually [107]. The sound emanates from an assemblage of pipes made of metal such 
as tin, lead, antimony, zinc and sometimes copper or various kinds of wood [108]. The form 
of the pipes, which can be round, square, long, short, broad or narrow, depends on the sound 
the organ builder wants to create. Of all the materials mentioned, the organ builders preferred 
to use tin because of its great durability, silver color, lightness and flexibility. Furthermore, 
tin is less susceptible to temperature changes and tarnishing. The only disadvantage of tin 
was its price [109]. The romantic grand organ, of the French organ builder Cavaillé-Coll, in 
the Ste Croix cathedral of Orléans, depicted in Figure 5, is an organ composed of four key-
boards, a pedal for a total of 54 sets and more than 3700 pipes made of first choice tin [110]. 
Most of the time, however, organ pipes are manufactured using a wide range of lead-tin 
alloys, from nearly pure lead to nearly pure tin sheets. The tin content varies usually from 
about 30% to 90%. Often, the front pipes of an organ were made from an alloy with a higher 
tin content [111]. In England, the tin concentrations in the organ pipes were higher because 
the English tin mined in Cornwall, the favorite material of most organ builders, was cheaper. 
A well-known example is John Loosemore’s organ located at the Exeter Cathedral in Devon 
close to Cornwall, which consists of pure tin pipes [112]. Mostly organ builders use a mix-
ture of ½ tin and ½ lead, a compromise between price and quality of the pipe, which they 
call (spotted) metal [76]. It is also worth mentioning that the amount of tin defines the pipe’s 
tone, since tin is the most tonally resonant of all metals. Lead, on the other hand, gives a 
more ‘hollow’ sound [113]. Therefore, the composition and the geometry of the pipe also 
depends on the tone the organ builder wants to obtain. For example, all the pipes of the old 
organ of the Nicolai church in Utrecht have been replaced by lead pipes [114]. Furthermore, 
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the 1467 Stellwagen organ in the Ste Jakobi church in Lübeck (Germany) is made of lead 
with low tin concentrations [115]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Wall paintings from the Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana in Rome © MDK 

 

Today, more than 10,000 historical pipe organs, some of which were built more than 500 
years ago, can be found in churches all over Europe [116]. Despite the pipe organ’s enor-
mous importance, most of these organs are corroding in the churches. Most of them are in 
need restoration and conservation as soon as possible. 

 
Figure 5. The romantic grand Cavaillé-Coll organ in the Ste Croix Cathedral of Orléans © MDK. 
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6. From the industrial revolution to the present 
The start of the industrial revolution in Europe accelerated the use of lead, which resulted in 
an elevated amount of lead in the environment and the ecosystem [117]. Indeed, a clear 
increase in the lead isotope concentrations was measured in peat bogs by Weiss et al. [118]. 
This increase was a consequence of some new uses of lead during the industrial revolution, 
such as the manufacturing of ammunition and glassware and the advances in printing pro-
cesses [119]. Around 1750, European and British lead smelting operations started flourish-
ing [120]. Often, women and children were also employed indiscriminately in lead processes 
such as pottery glazing and lead compounds manufacturing [121]. 

The huge increase in lead demand caused by the industrial revolution caused various indus-
trial diseases, of which the most widespread was lead poisoning [122]. For example, the 
production of lead white by exposing lead metal to acetic acid vapors, was very hazardous 
because of the continuous handling of the metal. Starting from the 1830s, prescribed stand-
ards were bundled in the Factory Act to protect the factory workers, after which the pigment 
was shaken and ground mechanically [123]. Lead white paints contain up to 50% lead [124]. 

Prior to the early 1900s, lead was used primarily in ammunition, burial vault liners, ceramic 
glazes, leaded glasses, crystals, paints or other protective coatings, pewter, water lines and 
pipes. Following World War I, the demand for lead increased because of the growth in the 
production of motorized vehicles, many of which require lead-acid batteries to start their 
engines [125]. Around the 1920s, tetraethyl lead, (CH3CH2)4Pb, was added to gasoline , to 
boost the octane levels and reduce pre-ignition [126]. The combustion of this leaded gasoline 
turned out to be responsible for a large part of the air-polluting lead by-products, causing a 
considerable international alarm [117]. According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry, environmental levels of lead have increased more than a 1,000-fold over 
the past three centuries as a result of the human activity on earth [127]. Consequently, gov-
ernments all over the world established federal regulations and made recommendations to 
limit lead emissions to protect public health. 

 
Figure 6. Different end uses of lead – © Gravita Engineering & Technology. 
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By the mid-1980s, a significant shift in the uses of lead had taken place because of compli-
ance with environmental regulations and the substitution of other materials for lead in non-
battery products, such as gasoline, paints, solders, and water systems. Even today, despite 
its toxic properties, lead in various forms is one of the four most extensively exploited met-
als. To clarify, a list of potential uses is given (see graph in Figure 6) [59,76,128]. 

- the ballast keel of sailboats and scuba diving weight belts, due to its high density 
- white lead, which is used in the production of lead crystal glass 
- projectiles for fishing sinkers and firearms (ammunition) 
- white lead, lead sulfate and lead chromate pigments 
- sheets utilized in the construction industry to prevent water penetration 
- sheets for the lining of chemical treatment baths, acid plants and storage vessels 
- sheets for sound insulation and radiation shielding (X-rays in medical applications) 
- organ pipes with variable amounts of tin to control the tone of the pipe 
- soldering and as electrodes in the process of electrolysis 
- sheathing material for high voltage power cables 
- statues, sculptures and their moldings are used as decorative motifs 
- lead based semiconductors 
- construction of roofing materials 
- molten lead, which is used to cool certain types of nuclear reactors 
- lead isotopes are used for medical and scientific purposes. 
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